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Trendsetting Technology

for efficient, customized manufacturing for the door, door frame and 
furniture industry

HigH-powered soluTions 
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door detailing machines door frame manufacturing

Miter milling equipment / folding Aluminum processing / gFK and other materials

Machining equipment for foldable back panels special-purpose machines
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with equipment and product lines made by LEHBRINK, you can 
count on fast, reliable production processes. sophisticated tech-
nology, outstanding performance and comfortable handling make 
LEHBRINK processing solutions the most innovative of 
their time.

From compact machining centers for batch size one to complete 
production lines for industrial-scale volumes, our three product 
lines – base, pro and select – provide you with tailor-made solutions 
so you can produce effi ciently and competitively. through optional 
equipment enhancements, each high-performance machine can be 
optimized to suit your specifi c needs.

LEHBRINK develops and manufactures:

 Machining centers for doors and door frames
 End-to-end solutions for door and door frame manufacturing 

and processing
 Assembly machines for fi ttings, rubber sealing, etc. 
 Miter milling and sawing for various folding applications
 special sawing and milling machines to process wood, alu-

minum, plastic and other materials
 production lines for furniture back panels
 special-purpose machines equipped to customer specifi cations
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HigH-powered soluTions 

effi cient, customized manufacturing for the 
door, door frame and furniture industry

product video 
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product lines to optimize 
productivity and success

base.line
effective planning. effi cient production.

pro.line
fl exibly featured. designed for growth.

� pure function and top quality combined in concentrated form

� Convenient handling and reliable performance guaranteed

� High-quality equipment at an attractive package price 

� Enhanced functionality for targeted optimization 

� Boost in fl exibility thanks to additional features 

� select machines at an attractive package price

� tailored confi guration to maximize performance

� utmost fl exibility through perfectly customized functionalities

� seamless integration into production processes 

select.line
customizable confi guration. smart optimization.

base

select

pro

THe K-sYsTeM
You can rely on KoCH and LEHBRINK to answer all your needs with 
expertise, precision and passion. with KoCH and LEHBRINK as 
your partners, you are offered the full range of possibilities, where 
transparency and consistency are guaranteed. From our clearly 
structured range of products, we provide you with the perfect soluti-
on to match your requirements.

whether gearing up for a profi table launch, optimizing production 
to increase fl exibility or confi guring a unique system for maximum 
performance – no matter how you decide, each option is designed 
with the core competencies of the industry‘s leader and results in 
top quality. we call it the K-sYstEM.

At its manufacturing facilities in germany, KoCH and LEHBRINK 
produce cutting-edge technology for wood processing. our product 
lines, consulting expertise and services are available around the 
world at any time through our extensive network of branch offi ces 
and business partners.
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door deTAiling 
And AsseMBlY sYsTeMs  screw-in hinges, book hinges  and 3d hinges

 Lock cases, front cover plate and key and handle holes 

 stations for subsequent hardware assembly 

Complete door panel shaping and drilling

LEHBRINK’s door machining centers perform the complete range 
of drilling and shaping steps to process door panels. depending on 
your production requirements, our systems are designed to produce 
small, medium and large-sized volumes. Combined with assembly 
and magazine units, subsequent steps, such as the mounting of 
fi ttings, sheets and strips, can also be performed automatically. 

drilling and shaping units can be varied to enable the complete 
processing of door panel sides and surfaces.

Automated assembly of locking plates, hinge pockets, etc. Insertion magazine for automatic feeding of the assembly unit  

single-side door panel processing

simultaneous shaping from above and below for key and handle holes Complete processing and assembly

CNC machining center with two processing spindles 
the machining positions are completely adjustable across the entire workpiece 
length, surface and edges. up to 10 spindles, including a multi-changer, can be 
integrated

drilling and shaping station for a wide variety of edge and surface 
processing steps  

simultaneous shaping of holes for lock 
cases, door handles and lock cylinders 
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 Versatile array of frame profi les and materials 

 Measuring rod

 precisely clamped linings

 tear-free 90° and 45° saw cuts (patented)

 Customized user interfaces, dedicated data programming

 top-quality, low-maintenance components 

Common characteristics and featuresdoor FrAMe 
MAnuFACTuring

Longitudinal through-feed in automated door frame 
manufacturing

door frame folding, assembly and fi nishing is a complex, step-by-step process. whether with manual loading or 

automated through-feed capabilities, LEHBRINK’s top-quality, CNC machines for door frame manufacturing perform 

each intricate task with absolute precision and reliability. 

depending on your production requirements you can select the appropriate options to perfectly equip our manufac-

turing centers to process special materials and frame styles, construct corner joints and/or assemble fi ttings. 

Complex shaping steps upon request

Completion of complex corner joints according to customer 
specifi cations

Angled drilling unit (45°) for drilled or screwed door frame corner 
connections

45° and 90° trimming cuts
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precise alignment and clamping for miter cuts

Machining of decorative architraves in a folding 
process

sealing insertion  with multi-changer

ZBA base.line
Manually loaded door frame processing

Vertical drilling and shaping station

Machining center with vertical and horizontal shaping and 
drilling station for end-to-end processing of block frames 

Horizontal and vertical drilling and shaping unit for door frame side 
processing

Assembly station for lock plates with hopper feed

Miter milling / V-grooving 

door FrAMe 
MAnuFACTuring
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 High-volume series production, even for batch size one

 Reliable precision

 High reliability combined with smooth workfl ows

 seamless combination with subsequent processing steps

 Miter milling in longitudinal or cross through-feed

 Little to no set-up times, depending on the model (batch 
size one)

Customized solutions

LEHBRINK’s automated miter milling machines are renowned for their seamless processing and outstanding 

precision. our high-end systems produce perfect results, whether stationary or in through-feed mode and are 

designed to process industrial-scale volumes, even for batch size one production. 

these machining centers are ideal for the construction of furniture, cabinets and housings, as well as the manu-

facture of door frames and can be easily combined with LEHBRINK solutions for additional processing steps, 

such as gluing and pressing.

Miter shaping machine with chipper

optional unit for applying foil strips 

top-quality components ensure high availability

MiTer Milling MACHines / 
Folding 

shaping, gluing and pressing for the construction of 
cabinets and housings

smooth workfl ows and absolute precision

Cabinet gluing press
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AluMinuM proCessing / 
gFK And oTHer MATeriAls
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Machining center automated bar feed

A variety of sawing, shaping, routing and drilling steps 
can be carried out simultaneously 

thanks to extensive experience in the development of special-purpose machines, LEHBRINK’s expertise is equally 

evident in its aluminum-processing technology. Because individual customer requirements in this area vary greatly, 

we offer a wide variety of sawing, drilling and shaping units that can be easily integrated into our machines. 

Regardless of their confi guration, our sophisticated, modular machines 

consistently guarantee that your production processes stay fl exible, fast 

and precise.

Flexible processing to accommodate a variety of 
profi les

Highly fl exible, fast and precise machining 
center to process aluminum bars

shaping station

swiveling sawing station for 45° and 90° cuts Adjustable sawing station

 optional equipment for longitudinal cuts, 90° and 45°

 Fixed mounting with multiple drilling machines

 Multifunctional shaping units with fi xed mountings and/or 
tool changer

 profi le-specifi c conveyor system

 Confi gurable Computer Numeric Control (CNC) 

Individually equipped 
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 production line or stand-alone manufacturing

 Continuous processes, from cutting, shaping and gluing through 
to cooling, formatting, drilling, notching and stacking

 designs to suit small or large-scale production lines

 High stability

 single and multiple folding sections as required

task-driven functions

Foldable back panels are a popular element of contemporary furniture. But their stability and functionality can only 

be guaranteed with the perfectly precise craftsmanship of puR hinges – for example from LEHBRINK’s patented 

machining processes. 

with our three product lines – base, pro and select – LEHBRINK offers its customers a wide array of complete 

production lines and stand-alone solutions that are specially designed to manufacture back panels with single or 

multiple puR folding sections. with options to enhance the equipment, our systems can be perfectly tailored to 

meet your production needs and volumes. 

High performance production line for foldable back 
panels in through-feed, designed for single and 
double-folds

RwB base.line
Back panel processing machine

shaping, gluing and cooling station shaping unit for carved edges

s-1000 / s-200 / s-250 MACHining CenTers And produCTion lines 
For FoldABle BACK pAnels

LEHBRINK’s patented profi le for foldable back panels

Multiple folding sections with straight or carved edges
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Example of a high performance 
through-feed production line for 
t-slot groovings

speCiAl-purpose MACHines

Built into every machine made by LEHBRINK are decades of experience and state-of-the-art expertise, backed by 

many patented technologies documenting our innovative developments. our sales representatives and engineering 

experts constantly stay abreast of market demands, enabling us to quickly respond to specialty requirements. 

LEHBRINK offers its customers tailor-made solutions, so they can manufacture their products effi ciency and com-

petitively. with additional options and features to enhance the equipment, each machine can be perfectly adapted 

to optimize your production processes.

purpose-built machinery, such as for t-slot shaping
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LEHBRINK Spezialmaschinen GmbH
Industriestraße 18 – 22
Industriegebiet Greste
D-33818 Leopoldshöhe
Tel.: +49 5202 – 990-0
Fax: +49 5202 – 990-101
info@lehbrink.com
Service Hotline: +49 5202 – 990 200
service@kochma.de
www.lehbrink.com
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